222 Marianne Mifiun be assumed that this fading was a symptom of the obsolescenc€ of the language: Mrs. Yee was the last speaker not only of Barbareio but of any Chumash language. An exrminrtion of the contexts in which harmony receded at vadous periods during this century indicates a more interesting explanation, based in large part on the ciromstances of elicitatiotr, and revealing a certain in$ease rather thatr decrease in skill on the part of the speakers.
l. Luisa lglurcio When Harrington frst met Mrs. Ipacio in l9l2 or 1913, she was nearly g0 years of age (Johnson 1988) . The bulk of his work with her was carried out in 1914. Fieldnotes from this period show that the basic harmony process was qurrc systematic in her speech. Examples cited here are given first as in the original and then in a regularized spelling, since Harrington,s transcription conventions changed over time. The number below each word refers to the reel and frame in which the entry appears in the_microfilm edition of the fieldnotes compiled by Elaine Mills and Ann Brickfield.l
The contrast betwe€n alveolar and palatal sibilarts can be seen in minimal Dairs.
Stems show consistent sibilant harmony: all sibilants within each stem match in point of articulation. 
The basic forms of morphemes are easy to determine from words containing no other sibilants. The paradigm in (5), for example, shows that the future-tense prefir contains an alveolar J, while the past tense sufrx contains a palatal .i. Either kind of sibilant triggers harmony in any sibilant to its left within the word. Exanples of shift within stems can be seen in (6) below, within the causative prefix in (7), within the future prefix in (8), and within the third person subject pronominal prefix in (9). As before, the original transcription of eash item appears on the left, followed by a regularized spelling. Below this spelling is the basic form of each morpheme, then a parsed gloss, then Harrington's free translation. The harmony process also extends across morpheme boundaries. Sibilants in any part of the word may be affected. Shift in the point of articulation of sibilants in stems can be seen in (11), in the causative prefir in (12), in the furure prefix in (13), in the dual prefix in (14), and in the third person pronominal subject prefix in (15). (11 The harmony is penasive but not invariant in Mn. Garcia's speech. In (16) the past-tense sufrx fails to trigger harmony in the stem, in (17) the benefactive suffx fails to afect the stem, and in (18) Harmony across mofpheme boundaries can be seen as well.
(20) Harnony across morpheme boundaries iiiow squpusus s-iiaw s-qup-ui-us 3-hot 3-dip-out-3.BEN 'it is hot' 'she dipped some out for him'
Many more words exhibit disharmony across morpheme boundaries in Mrs. Yee's speech than in that of her mother or grandmother, however. The examples in (21) show disharmony between the past tense suffx and the third person subject prefix, the reflexive sufrx and the subject prefix, the imperfective suffx and the subject prefix, a stem and the causative prefix, and an instrumental prefix and the preccding future tense prefix. From the proliferation of dishannonic forms recorded ftom Mrs. yee, it might at first appear that lhe process of sibilant harmony had simply begun to decay as the language was dying. A closer exanination of the sources indicates that the issue is more complex and interesting, however. Writing in 1928 (1974: 5), Hardngton described variation in harmony in Venturefro:
The assimilation is moreover less thorough with some speakers than with others. Especially in slow speech and when detached words are fumished it is apt to be absent.
Nineteenth-century re.ords suggest that in Barbareio as well, harmony may not have always extended over words pronounced syllable-by-syllable, as would be done in dictation. On September 30, 1878, Alphonse Pinart recorded a Barbareflo vocabulary from Martina ad Balthazar (Heizer 1952 ). The transcription is quite good, but the speakers' first language was Cruz€flo, another Chumash language originaUy sp61sr on Santa Cnrz Island. Of the 33 words on the list with multiple sibilants, 26 show harmony. Some of the harmony is within stems, as in (21). In these examples, the first form is from Pinart, the second (in parentheses) the probable actual form, based on Harrington's later notes. (Heizer 1952) . These words cane from a native speaker of Barbareflo, a 50-year-old man named "Hosto" (probably Juan Justo). The transcdption, however, is more problematic than that of pinart: sibilants are often not distinguished accurately even in words containing only one. Of the perhaps 38 forms with multiple sibilants, 25 show sibilant harmony, while 13 or fewer show disharmony. (Possible contexts of sibilant harmony are not always obvious from the notes alone; words are often run together, a single sibilant may be written with a series of symbols, vowels may be omitted, f is heard as J, and some words are simply not identifiable ftom the transcription.) (25) In any case, it appea$ that in Barbareio even before the twentieth century, sibilant harmony may not always have extended across syllable boundaries in deliberate speech, not such a surprising fact, given the agglutinating natue of the language.
Wirhin the twentieth century, however, a comparison of Harrington's notes does show a defnite fading of the harmony process over the years. Beeler (1970: 17) suggested a possible explanation:
As the language approached extinction, this principle [sibilant harmony] came into conflict with another: inflectional morphemes, since the,y have unitary function, ought to be expressed by udtary phonemes or phoneme sequencesin effect, resistance to allomorphy. In its last speakers the language, in this segment of its structure, was in a condition of disequilibrium.
Al examination of the contexts in which the disharmony appears indicates that Beeler was correct that speakers were regularizing forms; the cause of the regularization rnay not have been reduced phonological skill, however.
The contexts of disharmony
The disharmony varies not only with the periods at which the language was documented, but also with the contexts of elicitation, the particular morphemes involved, and the status of the expressions in which they occur.
Luisa lgnacio 1914: rare disharmony
Harrington began his work with Mrs. Ignacio early in his career and worked with her the least of the three women. He may have net her briefly il 1912 during a dialect survey trip, then contacted her between the l3th and 15th of March in 1913. As far as can be determined. most of his fieldnotes from her date from a period between March 5 and March '24, 1914 . This may have been their last occasion to work together.
In general, sibilant harmony is regular in transcriptions of Mrs. Ignacio's speech. One exception does appear. In the verb l<sa?we?wai .I was going to sleep', the alveolar future tense prefix Ja?-clashes with the palatal past tense sumx -wai. Both of these affixes usually participate fully in the harmony in Mrs. Ignacio's speech, as can be seen in (29) k-sa'l-ul-e?e-i p.63r ho'l -s-a? min-iwa| 1-FuT-by.hand-scratch that_3-body_pAsT ,I,ll scratch'
.the corpse'
The context in which the clashing form ksa?we?wa! was elicited is significatt. Mrs. Ignacio had just provided the unmarked verb k-we? .I-sleep' and the past tense verb k-we?-wai 'I-slep-t'. She next produced the future k-sal-we't ,i:ll--sleep', then was asked for its past tense counterpart,I was going to sleep,. It appears that she simply added the pixrt tense sufrx -waj to the future form to complete the paradigm. He thus worked considerably longer and more intensively with her than he had with her mother. Much of this work consisted of laborious word-by-word reelicitation or .,rehearing" of material collected earlier from her mother and others.
In the earlier notes from 1928, there is somewhat less disharmony than in the later notes. Where the disharmony occurs, the context is significant, as it was for Mrs. Ignacio. The second verb in (31), for example, in which the pronominal Sibilant harmony in Barbarefro Aunwsh 233 subject does not harmonize with the stem, was given irnmediately after the imperative, the same form but without a pronominal prefix. The forms were of couse transcribed from dictation of a paradigm, not from a tape recording of spontaneous speech. It appears that Mrs. Garcla simply began with the command then added the pronominal prefix to form the indicative, a process that would normally yield the correct results.
(31) Context of elicitation: early 1928 'a4it 'ishiniw aqi-it give-1.BEN ,give me (a little)' saKIit'istdniw s-aql-it 3-give-1.BEN 'he gave me (a little)' --The variation in harmony pattems through the notes suggests a progession in Mrs. Garcia's consciousness of morphological structure. In the early notes from 1928, one suffx fails repeatedly to trigger harmony in the pronominal prefix, the same one that acted independently in the speech of Mrs. Ignacio: tle pasr rcnse -wai. It is not altogether surprising that the past tense sumx should panern more autonomously than other morphemes. Its word-final position renders it more sali_ ent formally than would a word-medial position. It constitutes a full syllable. Its meaning is transparent and easily analyzed, since so many pairs of present and past tense verbs exist, ditrerentiated only by the clear past tense meaning and the suffix -wa.f. The third person pronominal prefix s-similarly occupies a salient position within the verb: word-initial. It does not constitute a full syllable, but when prec€ded by a proclitic, it typically syllabifies leftward, so that a syllable break separates it from the following stem. Like the past tense suffx, it is open to analysis, since it appears in so many paradigms in which it altemates with nothing (the imperative) or with a different pronominal prefix. It also appears in nouns to specify possessors. The past-tense suffix does not fail to trigger hannony every time it appears in Mrs. Garcia's speech, however. Variation in the harmony pattem shows the effect of lexicalization. The more highly lexicalized an expression is, the more likelv it,is. to exhibit regular harmony, since such words are usually processed as wholes rather than as sequences of identifiable morphemes. The ditrerence can b: seen by comparing the expressions in (33). The elicited term for .old bone, .ho*-.-t"_tlot_ ltio_n of the original shape of the root, but the placename, pre_ sumably highly lexicalized, shows harmonv.
(33) Efects of lexicalization [hehfwa[ hipdqatq iheh-iwa! hi paxat .old whale bone, 22.346 bone-pAsT @lacename) _ As Mrs. Garcia gained experiencr working with Harrington, it appea$ that she became conscious of additional morphemes. In early notei tom tSiC, the future prefix sa?-consistently harmonizes, as in (34). Mrs. Garcia's experience in analyzing the language appears to have had at least as powerful an effect on the harmony as the speed of production, if not more. An early letter, dated April lS, L9Zg, shows firll harmony even with the third
